
COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
HENRY CIRCUIT COURT

No. 07-Ci-00368

DEUTSCHE BANK NATIONAL TRUST
COMPANY, as Trustee for the
Certificateholders of Soundview Home Loan
Trust, 2005-0PT4, Asset- Backed
Certificates, Series 2005-0PT4 Plaintiff

v.

Glenn D. Augenstein Defendant

**********

MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF DISQUALIFIACTION FOR VIOLATION OF
KRS 26A.015, LOCAL RULES OF THE TWELFTH(12TH) JUDICIAL CIRCUIT

AND KENTUCKY CODE OF JUDICIAL CONDUCT

Comes Defendant Glenn D. Augenstein, by counsel, and moves this Court for the

disqualification of Circuit Judge Karen A. Conrad. Defendant no longer trusts that the

Court acts impartially, or that Defendant will receive due process of law, both substantive

and procedural, and equal protection of the law, and a fair application of law, and fair

application ofthe rules of evidence and procedure.

In support of said motion Defendant states as follows:

The Ex Parte Communication

1. On April 13, 2012 Circuit Judge Conrad and Attorney Carole Schneider, an

attorney with Lerner, Sampson & Rothfuss, who represent the Plaintiff herein,

engaged in ex parte communication in regard to Henry Circuit Case No. 07-CI-

00368, and Kentucky Court of Appeals Case No. 2009-CA-000058-MR, cases in

which Augenstein is Defendant, and Appellant, respectively.

2. The ex parte communication was held in violation of the Local Rules of the
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Twelfth (12th) Judicial Circuit.' A copy of the Local Rules ofthe Twelfth (12th)

Judicial Circuit are attached hereto as "Exhibit A."

3. General Rule 4.2 prohibits ex parte communications (hereinafter "impermissible

communication"), except in instances of emergency relief or temporary

restraining orders.'

4. The impermissible communication between Judge Conrad and Attorney Carole

Schneider' lasted approximately eight (8) minutes." There was no mention of

anything relating to emergency relief or restraining orders.

5. There was no motion scheduled for Motion Day. This was in violation of General

Rule 2.3(A).5

6. There was no motion filed with the Henry Circuit Clerk. This was in violation of

General Rule 2.3(B).6

7. There was no motion or notice served upon Defendant, and no cause, good or

otherwise, for such failure was shown. This was in violation of General Rule

2.3(B).7

Local Rules of the Twelftht lZ'") Judicial Circuit were signed into effect by Circuit Judge Conrad on
October 20,2008, and by the Chief Justice on November 19,2008.

2 General Rules, 4.2 Exparte Communications, states, in part, "With the exception of actions for
emergency relief or temporary restraining orders, there should be no ex parte communications with the
Judge by counselor parties in criminal or civil actions."

3 Though Carole Schneider, KBA #88812, had made no official appearance in either case at the time of
the impermissible communication it is evident from the ensuing record her unofficial involvement was
significant. Subsequent to the impermissible communication Ms. Schneider made oral arguments on
behalf of Plaintiff DEUTSCHE BANK NATIONAL TRUST COMPANY, as Trustee for the
Certificateholders of Soundview Home Loan Trust, 2005-0PT4, Asset- Backed Certificates, Series
2005-0PT4, in a June 28, 2013, hearing relating to Defendant's recovery of costs. Further subsequent
Ms. Schneider entered an appearance as counsel of record in Plaintiffs "Response to Defendant's
Submission of Expert's Fees," of July 23, 2013.

4 The impermissible communication began at approximately 01 :56:36, P.M., ET, and ended at
approximately 02:04:26, P.M., ET.

5 General Rules 2.3(A) states in part, "All motions shall be scheduled for Motion Day, except as follows:
(1) Motions for Default Judgment. (2) Prisoner cases. (3) Motions for the Court on which all parties
waive service and notice requirments under 53.06."

6 General Rules 2.3(B) requires that "Motions shall be filed no later that 4:00p.m. Per the following
schedule:"

7 General Rules 2.3(B) requires that "All other motions and notice thereof shall be 'served' at least seven
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8. The impermissible communication occurred in the courtroom of the Oldham

Circuit Court. This was in violation of General Rule 2.3(F).8

9. The impermissible communication was not "of an emergency nature," and does

not appear to have been pre-approved with the Court. This was in violation of

General Rule 2.3(F)(1).9

10. The impermissible communication does not appear to have been subject to a

Court order. This was in violation of General Rule 2.3(F)(2).10

11. Canon 3B(7) prohibits a judge from initiating, permitting, or considering ex parte

communications with attorneys or parties concerning a pending or impending

proceeding. I 1

12. The prohibition includes communications from lawyers and other persons even if

not previously participants in the proceeding. 12

13. Defendant was not notified in any way of the impermissible communication and

Judge Conrad appears to have made no provision to promptly notify Defendant in

regard to the substance of the impermissible communication pursuant to Canon

3B(7)(a)(ii).13

14. Defendant respectfully requests the Court take judicial notice under KRE 201(d)

of the video transcript in possession of the Oldham Circuit Clerk dated April 13,

(7) days prior to the time specified for the hearing/motion hour, except for good cause shown."
8 General Rule 2.3(F) states, in part, "Civil motions shall be docketed and heard in the county where the

action is filed unless."
9 General Rule 2.3(F) states, in part, "(1 )The matter is of an emergency nature and pre-approved with the

Court."
10 General Rule 2.3(F) states, in part, "(2) The Court orders otherwise."
11 Canon 3B(7) provides limited exceptions to the general prohibition on ex parte communications,

however, none of those exceptional circumstances appear to be present.
12 Whether Ms. Schneider had made an official appearance in the case at the date of the impermissible

communication, Aprill3, 2012, is irrelevant.
13 Canon 3B(7)(a)(ii) states, "the judge makes provision promptly to notify all other parties of the

substance of the ex parte communication and allows an opportunity to respond."
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2012, beginning approximately 01 :56:30 P.M., ET, and ending approximately

02:04:30 P.M., ET.

15. From the impermissible communication of April 13, 2012;

At 01:56:36:

- Carole Schneider: I know ... There's nothing on Oldham County docket ... But

can you put on your Henry County hat?

- Judge Conrad: What? What's going on in Henry?

At 01:57:03:

- Carole Schneider: This is the infamous Augenstein case.

- Judge Conrad: And urn ... Miss urn (muffled) This attorney was here on another

case and he showed up actually. What's going on in that case ...?14

- Carole Schneider: Well, well what what's happened on this case is apparently,

urn, we decided ...

- Judge Conrad: 'Cause I'm not getting copied on some of ... if this is recent..no

that's not recent.

- Carole Schneider: It's not too recent. We had moved for a new, ah, for a new

hearing, and I think the latest decision was November. But they have determined

that we are not the real party in interest and have remanded it back so Iguess our

question is what do we need to do to get it dismissed? (laughs) Do I need to copy

you on something? (laughing)

At 01:57:39:

- Judge Conrad: Who is the real party of interest? I 5

- Carole Schneider: (whispered) I don't know. I don't know if we're gonna, if

14 Here Judge Conrad makes an inquiry into the procedural posture of the case.
15 Here Judge Conrad makes an inquiry in the substance of the case.
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we're refi-ing, or what we're doing on this.

At 01:58:29:

- Judge Conrad: But there was some issue about when they were assigned the

note .. .I think it had I think maybe the issue was that they took it within about 3

days after they filed their lawsuit and ... urn ... Lerner Sampson cited a lot of

Ohio Law and Federal Law on it.

- Carole Schneider: (laughing)

- Judge Conrad: and so I ruled in their favor.

At 01:59:06:

- Carole Schneider: And they've remanded it back to you and we just want to get

it dismissed. What do we need to do?16

At 02:01:29 Judge Conrad places a call to the Henry County Clerk to inquire

regarding the status of the case. The inquiry lasts approximately 2.5 minutes.

At 02:04:04:

- Judge Conrad: I'm gonna suggest that you just tell them to go ahead and file a ...

- Carole Schneider: File motion.

- Judge Conrad: ... motion to dismiss based upon the Court of Appeals decision

and they set it for one of the motion hours ...

- Carole Schneider: OK.

- Judge Conrad: ... I got two of them a month up there. 17

- Carole Schneider: Alright, I'll have them do that.

16. Judge Conrad, by permitting and considering ex parte communication, violated

16 Here uninvolved counsel seeks advice from the Court.
17 Here Judge Conrad, after making procedural and substantive inquiries, and after employing staff in both

the Oldham Circuit Court and Henry Circuit Court, practices law from the bench and offers legal advice
to uninvolved counsel to the benefit of Plaintiff.
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SCR 4.300 Kentucky Code of Judicial Conduct, a copy of which is attached

hereto as "Exhibit B"; (1) Canon 1, by failing to maintain and enforce high

standards of conduct and did not personally observe those standards so that the

integrity and impartiality of the judiciary would be preserved; (2) Canon 2A, by

failing to respect and comply with the law and to act in a manner that promotes

public confidence in the integrity and impartiality of the judiciary; (3) Canon 3A

and B(2), by being unfaithful to the law; (4) Canon 3B(7), by permitting and

considering ex parte communications with regard to an impending proceeding; (5)

Canon 3B(7)(a)(ii) by failing to inform Defendant of the substance of the

impermissible communications and allow an opportunity to respond; and (6)

numerous of the Local Rules of the Twelfthf lZ") Judicial Circuit, including 4.2,

2.3(A), 2.3(B), 2.3(F), 2.3(F)(1) and 2.3(F)(2).

17. It is presumed Judge Conrad and Attorney Carole Schneider are aware of the local

rules, the rules of procedure, and the Supreme Court Rules.

Additional Impermissible Communications

IS. The record indicates there have been additional impermissible ex parte

communications in regard to Henry Circuit Case No. 07-CI-36S.

19. Appearing on a "AOC-955 Recording Log," beneath the entry date stamp of

September 13,2013, the Henry Circuit Clerk's hand written message states "Judge

Conrad has had the file. Hearings were done in Oldham County." A copy of this

AOC-955 Recording Log is attached hereto as "Exhibit C."

20. Defendant respectfully requests the Court take judicial notice under KRE 201(d)

of the AOC-955 Recording Log, entry stamped by the Henry Circuit Clerk on
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September 13, 2013, in possession of the Henry Circuit Clerk.

21. Judge Conrad, by permitting and considering additional ex parte communication,

violated SCR 4.300 Kentucky Code of Judicial Conduct; (1) Canon 1, by again

failing to maintain and enforce high standards of conduct and did not personally

observe those standards so that the integrity and impartiality of the judiciary

would be preserved; (2) Canon 2A, by again failing to respect and comply with

the law and to act in a manner that promotes public confidence in the integrity and

impartiality of the judiciary; (3) Canon 3A and B(2), by again being unfaithful to

the law; (4) Canon 3B(7), by again permitting and considering ex parte

communications with regard to an impending proceeding; (5) Canon 3B(7)(a)(ii)

by again failing to inform Defendant of the substance of the impermissible

communications and allow an opportunity to respond; and (6) again by numerous

violations of the Local Rules of the Twelfthr l?") Judicial Circuit, including 4.2,

2.3(A), 2.3(B), 2.3(F), 2.3(F)(1) and 2.3(F)(2).

The June 28, 2013 Hearing on Costs - Henry Circuit Court v. Augenstein

22. On March 7,2013, Defendant filed notice with Deutsche Bank National Trust

Company seeking, as prevailing party, to recover his costs in Henry Circuit Case

No. 07-CI-368, and Kentucky Court of Appeals Case No. 2009-CA-000058-MR.

23. Recovery of such costs was specifically referenced in the Court's order of June

22,2012, attached hereto as "Exhibit D."

24. Defendant requests the Court take judicial notice under KRE 201 (d) of the

original Court order of June 22, 2012, in Henry Circuit Case No 07-CI-368 on file

with the Henry Circuit Clerk.
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25. Plaintiff did not timely file objections.

26. On June 28, 2013 a hearing on Defendant's recovery of costs was held in the

Henry Circuit Court.

27. Defendant respectfully requests the Court take judicial notice under KRE 201 (d)

of the video transcript in possession ofthe Henry Circuit Clerk dated June 28,

2013, between the times of approximately 08:38:00. A.M., ET, and approximately

09:14:14,AM., ET.

28. Counsel for Defense, Robert F. Smith, began making oral presentation at

08:39:49.

29. At 08:48:40:

- Judge Conrad: Yeah. He's also tried to get involved in other cases up here.

- Robert F. Smith: And, and ...

- Judge Conrad: And he's submitted documents in other cases and Ihad to, ... he

was reviewing cases up here, to try and get involved in other cases. And Ihad

one couple that approached the bench who had no idea who this gentleman was

that was submitting things in their case. They had reached a deal with someone.

So Mr. Augenstein was very active in, um, in, in this sort of litigation as far as I

could see.

At 08:49:22:

- Judge Conrad: Well, I'll have to go back and take a look at it.

- Robert F. Smith: And, and, and, again judge Mr. Augenstein as a citizen of the

Commonwealth of Kentucky is allowed to ask people whether or not they're

interested in obtaining assistance with regard to their issues.

- Judge Conrad: He didn't ask. He did it on his own. He didn't ask on that case he
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entered this without anyone's knowledge. He just submitted something to the

clerk and it became a part of the file.

- Robert F. Smith: And Judge, again, even if he did that that's not germane to these

proceedings.

- Judge Conrad: Well I don't know what all this expert was used for, is all I'm

saymg ...

- Robert F. Smith: Judge ...

- Judge Conrad: Mr. Augenstein went on a one man campaign it seemed to me for

a while about a lot of this stuff. 18

30. Defendant Augenstein submitted a single affidavit, a copy of which is attached

hereto as "Exhibit E," into Henry Circuit Case No. 08-CI-147, Bank of New York

Trust Company v. Payton, on August 13,2008.

31. Defendant requests the Court take judicial notice under KRE 201 (d) of

Defendant's affidavit filed August 13,2008, into Henry Circuit Case No. 08-CI-

147, in the office of the Henry Circuit Clerk.

32. Though admittedly unconventional Defendant's submission of the affidavit

involved no nefarious intentions and was a good faith effort to inform and assist

the Court.

33. Defendant's interests were stated unambiguously in his "preamble."

Comes now Glenn Augenstein, a non party to the above matter, and
due to the affiants interest in the integrity of the Court system of
the Commonwealth of Kentucky, and the protection of the citizens
of the Commonwealth of Kentucky, submits the following
affidavit.

34. The averments of Defendant's affidavit merely recounted facts reflected in the

18 The term "one man campaign" did not seem to be intended as flattering.
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record of Henry Circuit Case No. 08-CI-147 at the time.

35. The following day, August 14,2008, Judge Conrad issued an order striking the

affidavit from the record, instructing Defendant to file no further affidavits in

cases not involving him, and instructing the clerk not to file same. A copy of the

order is attached hereto as "Exhibit F"

36. Defendant requests the Court take judicial notice under KRE 201 (d) of the

original Court order of August 14,2008, in Bank of New York Trust Company v.

Payton, Henry Circuit Case No. 08-CI-147, in the office of the Henry Circuit

Clerk.

37. On August 15,2008, counsel for Plaintiff Bank of New York Trust Company,

Michael R. Brinkman (of Lerner, Sampson & Rothfuss), withdrew Plaintiffs

Motion for Summary Judgment," a copy of which is attached hereto as "Exhibit

G."

38. Defendant requests the Court take judicial notice under KRE 201 (d) of the

original "Notice of Withdrawal of Motion for Summary Judgment" in Bank of

New York Trust Company v.Payton, Henry Circuit Case No. 08-CI-147, in the

office of the Henry Circuit Clerk.

39. Defendant notes that on September 2,2008 a short sale of the Payton property

occurred. Copies of the deed and mortgage associated with this short sale are

attached hereto as "Exhibit H," and "Exhibit I," respectively.

40. Defendant requests the Court take judicial notice under KRE 201(d) of the

original deed at D 260 Pg 556, mortgage at M 280 Pg 255 in the office of the

19 The certificate of service on Plaintiff Bank of New York Trust Company "Notice of Withdrawal of
Motion for Summary Judgment" bears the date August 15,2008. The notice bears the clerk's entry date
of August 20,2008.
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Henry County Clerk.

41. Defendant is concerned that a good faith recounting of facts reflected in the

record of Henry Circuit Case No. 08-CI-147 raises such ire from Judge Conrad.

42. Defendant is concerned that such ire has been sustained by Judge Conrad for five

(5) years.

43. Defendant is further concerned that such ire was expressed and brandished by

Judge Conrad in a hearing five (5) years subsequent on a completely unrelated

matter.

44. Judge Conrad has violated KRS 26A.015(2)(a), a copy of which is attached hereto

as "Exhibit J," by failing to disqualify herself in the presence of bias and

prejudice, SCR 4.300 Kentucky Code of Judicial Conduct; (1) Canon 1, by failing

to maintain and enforce high standards of conduct and did not personally observe

those standards so that the integrity and impartiality of the judiciary would be

preserved; (2) Canon 2A, by failing to respect and comply with the law and to act

in a manner that promotes public confidence in the integrity and impartiality of

the judiciary; (3) Canon 3B(2), by being unfaithful to the law; (4) Canon 3B(5) by

failing to perform judicial duties without bias or prejudice; (5) Canon 3E(1) by

failing to disqualify when the judge's impartiality is reasonably questioned; and

(6) Canon 3E(1)(a) by failing to disqualify in the presence of bias and prejudice.

The Perjured Affidavit of Jeffrey Stephan

45. Defendant notes the June 23, 2008, affidavit submitted in support of Plaintiffs

motion for summary judgment in Bank of New York Trust Company v. Payton,

Henry Circuit Case No. 08-CI-147, was executed by Jeffrey Stephan, a copy of
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which is attached hereto as "Exhibit K."

46. Defendant requests the Court take judicial notice under KRE 201 (d) ofthe

original affidavit of Jeffrey Stephan filed June 23,2008, into Henry Circuit Case

No. 08-Cl-147, in the office of the Henry Circuit Clerk.

47. Jeffrey Stephan has testified in at least two (2) depositions, one on December 10,

2009, attached hereto as "Exhibit L," another on June 7, 2010, attached hereto as

"Exhibit M," that he and his "team of 13 people" produced 10,000 documents

monthly yet had no personal knowledge in respect to the veracity of the

information in the documents.

48. Defendant requests the Court take judicial notice under KRE 201 (d) of the

December 10,2009 and June 7, 2010 depositions of Jeffrey Stephan. Both have

been covered and distributed so broadly as to render them public documents.

49. It was the deposition testimony of Jeffrey Stephan that led to the patterns and

practices of fraud, fraud upon the Court/s, perjury, evidence fabrication and

forgery becoming broad public knowledge in September of 20 10, under the catch-

all term of "robosigning.'?"

50. The contrast is clear; rather than being upset or concerned that fraud is being

perpetrated in her Court in the Payton case, in this case, and other cases, Judge

Conrad has chosen to punish the individual bringing such fraud to the Courts

attention.

20 The practice from investopedia, "In the third and fourth quarters of20l0, a robo-signing scandal
emerged in the United States involving GMAC Mortgage and a number of major U.S banks. Banks had
to halt thousands of foreclosures in numerous states when it became known that the paperwork was
illegitimate because the signers had not actually reviewed it. While some robo-signers were middle
managers, others were temporary workers with virtually no understanding of the work they were
doing."
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The Courts Refusal to Consider Fraud and Other Misbehavior

51. During the contentious June 28, 2013 hearing in Deutsche Bank v.Augenstein,

Henry Circuit Case No 07-CI-368, the issue of fraud was discussed at length.

Counsel for Defendant, Robert F. Smith, correctly argued Defendant had

previously raised fraud, and other misbehavior, repeatedly in the Circuit Court.

This is well supported by the record.

52. Judge Conrad argued there had been no finding of fraud. However, Judge Conrad

expressly refused to even consider fraud in any of the prior proceedings.

53. For example, on October 16,2009, Defendant filed a motion under CR 60.02(e).

54. On page two (2) of the motion Defendant expressed "Defendant incorporates by

reference his previous pleadings., specifically his 'Motion to Alter, Amend or

Vacate' dated June 23, 2008, and attached Affidavit, 'Defendant's Reply to

Plaintiffs Response to Defendant's Motion to Alter, Amend or Vacate' dated July

28, 2008, and attached exhibits, 'Defendant's Motion for Rule 11 Sanctions' dated

September 5, 2008, and attached exhibits, all of which placed before the Court

evidence and information supporting Defendant's arguments and allegations of

Plaintiffs lack of standing, the Court's lack of jurisdiction, as well as Plaintiffs

perjured affidavit, evidence fabrication and fraud upon the Court."

55. In addition to the arguments incorporated by reference, and to the twenty two (22)

page CR 60.02(e) motion itself, Defendant also submitted seventeen (17) exhibits,

in fifty-five (55) pages, to support his October 16, 2009, motion under CR

60.02(e).

56. Defendant's October 16,2009, CR 60.02(e) motion was primarily concerned with

the use of perjured affidavits, forged, falsified and fabricated documents, and the
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coordinated involvement of Laura Hescott, Matthew Banaszewski, Fidelity

National Information Services (and one or another of its various incarnations),

and Lerner, Sampson & Rothfuss, in the production, and submission upon this and

other Courts, of same.

57. The terms "fraud" and "fraudulent" are used twelve (12) times in Defendant's

October 16,2009, motion under CR 60.02(e).

58. The terms "perjury" and "perjured" are used fifteen (15) times in Defendant's

October 16,2009, motion under CR 60.02(e).

59. The terms "fabricated" and "fabrication" are used nineteen (19) times in

Defendant's October 16,2009, motion under CR 60.02(e).

60. The name "Hescott" is referenced forty-two (42) times in Defendant's October 16,

2009, motion under CR 60.02(e).

6l. The name "Banaszewski" is referenced thirteen (13) times in Defendant's October

16,2009, motion under CR 60.02(e).

62. The name "Fidelity," and one or another of its various incarnations, is referenced

twenty three (23) times in Defendant's October 16,2009, motion under CR

60.02(e).

63. "Lerner, Sampson & Rothfuss," or "Lerner," is referenced twenty-three (23) times

in Defendant's October 16,2009, motion under CR 60.02(e).

64. Defendant respectfully requests the Court take judicial notice under KRE 201 (d)

of the video transcript in possession of the Henry Circuit Clerk dated October 29,

2009, between approximately 02:06:05 P.M., ET, and approximately 02:33:20

P.M.JET

At 02:11:22:
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- Judge Conrad: I am not ... I am not interested in arguing whether Miss Hescott or

Mr Banaszewski falsified, urn, their ...

At 02:11:38:

- Judge Conrad: Urn, what Iam concerned about is not all these allegations of

forged documents and how many other Courts have found them in contempt or

have fined them, that sort of thing.

65. Judge Conrad's disinterest and lack of concern in regard to perjury, forgery,

evidence fabrication clearly evidence her bias. Her refusal to even consider these

misbehaviors eliminates any possibilities of due process in her Court.

66. Broad recognition of precisely these patterns and practices (perjury, forgery,

evidence fabrication and fraud) were acknowledged as occurring in courtrooms

across the country, and identified by the toothless euphemism "robosigning?" in

September of2010.

At 02:14:22:

- Judge Conrad: Now, everybody, including Mr. Augenstein, I think, already

knows this ... but Iwill clarify it for him. There is going to come a time when they

do establish, Mr. Augenstein, that they have the right to bring this suit ..urn .. It

may not be today, but it could be within the next month or two months.

At 02:15:07:

- Judge Conrad: SO ... urn ..this case does not go away. Do you understand that?

The case is not going to be dismissed. Even if I..ah .. cancel the sale tomorrow, it

is ... obviously the bank is going to be given time to get it's paperwork in order.

21 The term "robosigning" does not accurately describe the pattern and practice. The pattern and practice
are more accurately described as contract perjury, contract forgery, evidence fabrication, fraud upon the
Court, and theft in which families are rendered homeless as a result of criminal behavior.
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At 02:15:29:

- Judge Conr~..d:Because there is paperwork that can be produced, by someone,

somewhere, that will fill in the gaps on this case.

At 02:15:37:

- Judge Conrad: It is not .. .it is not there yet, but it does happen and it is going to

happen on this case.

At 02:16:26:

- Judge Conrad: Ah ...Valerie,22you do not have the paperwork, and I realize I

hurried you on this ...um ...and L.my position on it is I am going to cancel the sale

until the bank can satisfy me that they have got their ducks in a row on this case.

At 02:16:48:

- Judge Conrad: Ah ...if it takes a month, fine, if it takes 3 months ...whatever it's

going to take. You are always going to be free to come back and ...um ...try to

persuade me that you now have your paperwork.

67. The above statements by Judge Conrad are further evidence of her bias.

68. Judge Conrad was aware Plaintiff had not yet established a right to bring suit, and

this almost two (2) years after commencement, yet she emphatically refused to

dismiss the case. "This case does not go away ... This case is not going to be

dismissed." In other words even though you're right I'm not going to rule in your

favor.

69. Judge Conrad also assures Plaintiff it will be given as many opportunities as

needed. "Ah ...if it takes a month, fine, if it takes 3 months ...whatever it's going to

take. You are always going to be free to come back and ...um ...try to persuade me

22 Here Judge Conrad is referring to counsel for Plaintiff Valerie Van Valkenburg, who was in the employ
of Lerner, Sampson & Rothfuss at the time.
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that you now have your paperwork."

70. In the face of rampant robosigning this was an invitation for Plaintiff to create

whatever false documents it might need, without fear, and with impunity. Judge

Conrad did not, would not, and will not consider anything relating to perjury,

forgery, evidence fabrication or fraud.

71. In light of such a reasonable person would perceive Judge Conrad's willingness or

ability to carry out judicial responsibilities with integrity, impartiality and

competence is impaired.

72. Defendant is also concerned that similar judicial behavior may be present, and

occurring, in other cases over which Judge Conrad presides in Henry, Oldham and

Trimble counties.

73. Defendant is informed by the Kentucky Administrative Office of Courts that

between April of2008, and September 2013, there have been approximately 2,185

foreclosure cases filed in Henry, Oldham and Trimble Counties.

74. Herein, Judge Conrad has violated KRS 26A.015(2)(a) by failing to disqualify

herself in the presence of bias and prejudice, SCR 4.300 Kentucky Code of

Judicial Conduct; (1) Canon I, by failing to maintain and enforce high standards

of conduct and did not personally observe those standards so that the integrity and

impartiality of the judiciary would be preserved; (2) Canon 2A, by failing to

respect and comply with the law and to act in a manner that promotes public

confidence in the integrity and impartiality of the judiciary; (3) Canon 3B(2), by

being unfaithful to the law; (4) Canon 3B(S) by failing to perform judicial duties

without bias or prejudice; (5) Canon 3E(1) by failing to disqualify when the

judge's impartiality is reasonably questioned; and (6) Canon 3E(1)(a) by failing to
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disqualify in the presence of personal bias and prejudice.

75. This judicial behavior ceases to be good faith erroneous rulings on the law, and

becomes something more. It is indeed impermissible bias and/or prejudice

concerning Augenstein.

76. Should the Court request Defendant is willing and able to provide additional

examples in support of his motion.

For the foregoing reasons Defendant respectfully requests Judge Conrad

disqualify and remove herself from Henry Circuit Case Nos. 07-CI-368.

Attorney for
SMITH & CARTWRIGHT
Suite 600 Starks Building
455 South Fourth Avenue
Louisville, Kentucky 40202
Phone: 502-618-2485
Facsimile: 502-470-3777
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I hereby certify that a true copy of Defendant's Motion and Memorandum for

Disqualification, and Exhibits A - M, were this 2l.!2.- day of November 2013, mailed, postage

prepaid, deposited with the D.S.P.S. and addressed to:

Lori R. Leach
Lerner, Sampson & Rothfuss
P.O. Box 5480
Cincinnati OH 45201-5480

Carole Schneider
Lerner, Sampson & Rothfuss
Suite 917, KY Home Life Building
239 South Fifth Street
Louisville KY 40202


